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Abstract

Models such as the Ising system in computational
physics are still important tools for analysing phase
transitions and universal behaviours for new irregular
and distorted lattice networks. Data-parallelism can
be exploited to speed up such simulations as well as
their analysis using general purpose graphical process-
ing units (GPU) and other accelerating devices. We
report on the use of various GPU performance optimi-
sation techniques for both local update schemes like
checkerboard Metropolis as well as non-local cluster-
update algorithms such as that of Wolff for the Ising
model. We present some data-parallel algorithms and
code fragments along with performance analysis and
discussion of optimal GPU data memory models for
this work including bit packed spin-coding techniques.
We report some results on changes to the critical tem-
perature arising from probabilistic small-world net-
work rewiring as well as giving algorithms and per-
formance data on parallelising irregular Ising model
systems. We employ NVIDIA’s compute unified de-
vice architecture (CUDA) programming language and
report on performance data achieved using modern
many-core GPUs to optimise the “wall clock cost per
decorrelated measurement” on both regular and irreg-
ular Ising models.

Keywords: Ising model; Metropolis Monte Carlo;
cluster update; Wolff algorithm; CUDA, GPU.
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1 Introduction

The Ising model for a magnet of spins on a lattice is
still one of the most referenced models that exhibits
a phase transition and which can be used as a base of
comparison for other less well studied systems. The
Ising model is parameterised in terms of a tempera-
ture T = 1

JkB
= 0, where J is the spin-spin coupling

and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Originally studied by
Ising and Lenz in one dimension, where there is no fi-
nite temperature phase transition, the model exhibits
a transition at critical temperature T 2−D

c ≈ 2.2692
for its critical dimensionality of two, a result that was
determined analytically by Onsager [1]. The three di-
mensional system – which is obviously the most rel-
evant to real physical systems – has no known ana-
lytic solution, but a number of numerical simulation
experiments over the last several decades [2, 3] have
yielded the critical temperature as T 3−D

c ≈ 4.5115. In
systems of four dimensions and higher a finite temper-
ature phase transition still occurs, but the nature of
the transition is well described by mean-field theory.
Values for the transition temperature in these higher
dimensional systems are also known.

The critical temperature location of the transition is
not the only numerical quantity of interest for compar-
ing to other phase transitional systems, models and
theories. The critical exponents β, ν, ... - which de-
scribe how the magnetic susceptibility, heat-capacity
and other properties of the model behave near the
transition [4] are also valuable outcomes of numeri-
cal simulations. Figure 13 shows how some measured
properties of the model diverge at the critical temper-
ature.
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Figure 1: A typical Wolff cluster generated in a critical
3D Ising system of size 32× 32× 32 sites.

Numerical approaches to the Ising model take the form
of quenching a model system of “hot” i.e. randomized
spins down to equilibrium for a particular temperature
of interest. The Ising model does not have a physical
dynamics of its own so various artificial time evolu-
tionary schemes are employed. These Monte Carlo
updating procedures allow an exploration of the phase
space of the possible configurations of the model. Gen-
erally Monte Carlo procedures for this sort of model
fall into two categories. Schemes like Metropolis or
Glauber give a dynamics that bears some resemblance
to a physical time and can be used to study growth
dynamical properties. Other algorithms such as the
cluster update schemes of Swendsen and Wang and of
Wolff are used to find appropriately weighted but inde-
pendent samples of the model phase space, as rapidly
and efficiently as possible and therefore do not neces-
sarily produce a physically meaningful dynamics. Fig-
ure 1 shows a typical large cluster constructed by the
Wolff algorithm in a 3D Ising system.

Considerable work has been reported in the literature
on the effectiveness of these various algorithms at low-
ering the dynamical exponent z which gives a measure
of how decorrelated successive model configurations
are [5]. The Wolff cluster update algorithm is known
to have the best (lowest) dynamical exponent for the
three dimensional Ising model but it is not a triv-
ial algorithm to implement efficiently on fast parallel
computers. These algorithms involve constructing a

cluster of spins with appropriate Boltzmann thermal
probability and flipping or updating the entire clus-
ter at once. This solves the problem of critical slow-
ing that drastically affects conventional Monte Carlo
Ising model update algorithms near the critical tem-
perature.

Parallelising cluster update algorithms has been partly
addressed for massively parallel supercomputers and
in this present paper we demonstrate how Wolff can
be implemented on data parallel computer systems
such as Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). Many
of the implementation reports in the literature sim-
ply quote spin updates per second as a measure of
algorithm success. However in this paper we propose
and explore the rather more important metric of in-
dependent (decorrelated) measurements per second.
We give some detailed discussion of the operational
issues behind a numerical simulation experiment of a
model like the Ising system, in multiple dimensions,
with various lattice sizes. We discuss the physical
measurements and the associated data parallel and
operational algorithms necessary to obtain them.

Our particular interest in the Ising model is as a ref-
erence system to explore the effect of small-world net-
work [6, 7] rewiring phenomena. This involves proba-
bilistically rewiring the Ising lattice connections with
a small probability p which gives a means of interpo-
lating between perfectly regular cubic or square lat-
tice graphs (p = 0) and random graphs (p = 1) in
a quantitatively controlled way. Some work on this
problem has been reported by Herrero but the diffi-
culty in exploring very small p values is that it requires
large numbers of simulations to be carried out on quite
large network sizes. Recent developments in commod-
ity priced parallel computing systems such as GPUs
is therefore opening up new low-p regimes of study.

We report on some of our preliminary low-p rewired
Ising studies in Section 8 as motivation for our work,
but the main contribution of this paper is to show
that: it is overwhelmingly worthwhile to implement
cluster algorithms such as Wolff for Ising systems near
the critical temperature and that this is feasible on a
GPU. We also show that a hybrid mix of cluster and
non-cluster updates is optimal both for model system
equilibration and for obtaining independent decorre-
lated measurements. The hybrid algorithm mix ratio
to choose is not however trivial as it depends upon
both the temperature T regime being explored and
also on the rewiring probability p and of course what
is interesting is that the critical temperature Tc is itself
dependent on p so finding the right choices of update
algorithm is an iterative process.
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The Ising model has a rich scientific history [8] but
has also been the motivation behind a lot of paral-
lel simulation code performance optimisation work on
conventional supercomputers in the 1970s and 1980.
It is also proving an important target for accelera-
tor processing devices such as Graphical Processing
Units [9, 10]. Recent work by Block et al. reports on
how multi-spin coding can improve memory usage and
hence CPU/GPU memory latency effects for conven-
tional Metropolis/Glauber update algorithms for the
Ising model [11]. In our present paper we also discuss
use of multi-spin bit packing techniques for regular
un-rewired (p = 0) lattices and show how they com-
pare with Wolff cluster updates. We therefore report
on both conventional and cluster updates algorithms;
on regular and rewired networks, as well as on opera-
tional and measurement decorrelation issues.

There is continued interest in the physical meaning
and interpretation of the clusters formed in Ising sys-
tems as well as in the use of cluster update algo-
rithms [12] for other models with longer range cou-
pling interactions [13]. We are however unaware of
any report in the literature giving a detailed analy-
sis of operational issues concerning hybrid algorithms,
and measurement concerns and we hope our perfor-
mance observations will be of use to researchers in
choosing the most efficient hybrid algorithmic mix for
further Ising experiments.

In section 2 we describe both the conventional Ising
model as well as the “small-world” rewired version
that we are studying. In section 3 we describe spin
cluster update methods such as that of Wolff, that are
used to speed up exploration of the Ising model phase
space near the critical temperature. We provide a brief
summary of important features of GPU memory and
processing capabilities in section 5 and in section 4 we
give an outline of our operational simulation method.
This explains some of the general methods that were
applied both for speeding up regular lattice Ising sys-
tems described in section 6 and irregular graph and
network-based systems with rewired lattice structures
described in section 7. For discuss the general hybrid
algorithms that we believe are optimal for this class of
problem in section 8 and summarise and suggest some
areas for further work in section 9.

2 Ising Small-Worlds

The Ising model is usually formulated on a regular d-
dimensional hyper-cubic lattice where each magnetic
spin variable is connected to 2×d nearest neighbouring

sites. The model Hamiltonian (or energy function) is
usually written in the form:

H = −
∑
i 6=j

JijSiSj (1)

where Si = ±1, i = 1, 2, ...N sites, and Jij is |J | =
1/kBT is the ferromagnetic coupling over neighbour-
ing sites i,j on the network.

Many physics models such as the Ising [14], Potts [15],
and Heisenberg [16] systems are formulated on a reg-
ular mesh or on a topologically regular system. For
example the familiar square, cubic or hyper-cubic ge-
ometries have sites with 4, 6 or 8 nearest neighbouring
sites. If the systems have periodic boundary condi-
tions then it is possible to assign unique “ownership”
of half of the bonds or links to a particular site. So
each site of the square lattice has 2 bonds that can be
uniquely associated with it. The lattices can be con-
sidered as graphs with twice as many edges as there
are nodes.

It seems likely that many of the familiar properties
of models such as the Ising Potts or Heisenberg mod-
els depend on the geometry of the underpinning lat-
tice. An interesting question is to ask how strong this
dependence is upon local properties such as number
of neighbours as against the actual geometry itself.
For instance, we can construct a lattice which has the
same topology as the conventional square mesh and
where each site will still have 4 neighbouring sites,
but where the layout is no longer trivial. Such a lattice
can be constructed by making pairwise perturbations
to a conventional square mesh. A question of interest
is, at what point, if any, the behaviour of the Ising
model changes as a function of the number of changed
bonds?

The effect of these connectivity “worm-holes” will al-
low information to propagate across long ranges or
an alternative interpretation is the speed of propaga-
tion of information is increased. Intuition suggests
that this long range communication mechanism will
encourage long range order and thus raise the critical
temperature of the system. Interpretation of the ge-
ometry of such a model is non-trivial. What does it
mean for the model’s physical space to be intercon-
nected in such a manner? The axes and dimensions
of the model are effectively inter-folded or mixed.

The bond topology distortions described above pro-
vide a means for information to propagate faster
across the lattice during a simulation. A conven-
tional Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) update
approach will apply approximately one “hit” per site
in a complete time step. Generally, on average, it
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will therefore take O(L/2) steps for information to
propagate across a lattice with edge length L. The
factor of two is from likely periodic or wraparound
boundary conditions. One or more “worm-holes” will
allow changes in one site to propagate across long dis-
tances in considerably shorter times. The effect of the
swapped bond pairs can therefore be interpreted as ei-
ther making sites closer to one another in a distorted
space metric, or as providing special “fast conduits” or
“worm-holes” across which information can propagate
more quickly than elsewhere on the lattice.

Some work has already been done on the behaviour of
the Ising and related models on small-world systems,
albeit mostly on 1-dimensional lattices. [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22]. The major work to date on higher
dimensional Ising systems is [23].

Although the Ising model does not have a dynamics of
its own, an artificial dynamics in the form of one of the
variations of the MCMC update algorithms can be in-
terpreted in terms of a simulation time. Investigations
of the MCMC method in various contexts have shown
that under certain conditions, MCMC simulation time
does correlate and scale appropriately in a manner
consistent with real physical systems’ time [24]. The
various algorithms we discuss have associated dynami-
cal exponents describing how each progresses the Ising
system through state space. Some good explanatory
works include [25–27]. The key issue is that near
the critical temperature the dynamics of local update
schemes slows down. This makes it computationally
very expensive to investigate changes in the critical
temperature from a lattice rewiring or small worlds ef-
fect. It is necessary to repeat the (already) expensive
calculations to obtain Tc with each different scanned
value of rewiring probability p to obtain Tc(p).

A fast update scheme is therefore highly desirable.
Modern works studying critical systems like the Ising
model use the Monte Carlo Renormalisation Group
method [2,3,28]. This method unfortunately does not
obviously extend to rewired lattice model systems. We
therefore employ the non-local cluster update method
developed by Wolff, which does have vastly improved
dynamical exponent and therefore gives fast updates
- near the critical temperature. The best hybrid mix
of Wolff and Metropolis is one of the outcomes of our
work in this paper.

3 Cluster Update Algorithms

The Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm is but one
of various possible Markov Chain approaches to the

exploration of the phase space of a model like the
Ising system. Various authors have proposed alter-
natives and there is still discussion on the validity
and usefulness of various Monte Carlo algorithms, in-
cluding the vexatious question of the significance of
detailed-balance and sequential updates. See for ex-
ample [29], [30], [31] [32], [33]. These works have
given rise to specialised cluster identification meth-
ods [34], [35] and discussions of the effectiveness of
the Wolff algorithm [36].

Cluster update algorithms for Monte Carlo simula-
tions of models like the Ising system are well known
and have been reported in the literature since the sem-
inal work by Swendsen and Wang [37]. There are a
number of variations possible, reviewed by various au-
thors [38, 39]. Wolff’s cluster update algorithm [40]
seems to have received less attention than perhaps it
deserves. While it is not trivial to program – especially
for parallel versions – it does have the best dynamical
exponent reported and therefore we thought it worth-
while investigating the trade-off between a local algo-
rithm that is easy to program and which parallelises
well and an algorithm like Wolff’s which is slower in
wall clock time but achieves more per invocation. To
set this work in context, it is worthwhile to give a
brief derivation of Monte Carlo updating that sets up
a dynamical scheme for the Ising model.

Each microstate of the Ising system is completely spec-
ified by the set of spin variables {si} given the cou-
pling (reciprocal temperature). Let the probability
functional P (X, t) be associated with the microstate
X ≡ {si} at time t and consider the transition prob-
ability WX→X′ giving the likelihood of a change of
microstate X to X′. The following master equation
can immediately be set up, requiring that the rate of
change of probability of microstate X at time t be
given by considering all transitions from X and all
transitions to X:

dP (X)
dt

= −
∑
X′

WX→X′P (X) +
∑
X′

WX′→XP (X′)

(2)
By requiring the algorithm to yield P (X) → Peq(X),
the thermodynamic equilibrium probability of mi-
crostate X as t → ∞ a solution of 2 with dP (X)

dt = 0
so that:∑

X′

WX→X′P (X) =
∑
X′

WX′→XP (X′) (3)

A proper derivation of the Monte Carlo update al-
gorithm is based upon the condition of detailed bal-
ance [41]. It is common to use the stronger (but
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tractable) condition that:

WX′→X

WX→X′
=

P (X)
P (X′)

(4)

So that the probability of the system moving to mi-
crostate X is increased for highly probable microstates
X, and decreased for unlikely ones. It is then nec-
essary to recognise that for a Boltzmann statistical
weighting of the microstates, the probabilities P (X)
can be expressed in terms of the Hamiltonians H(X).

P (X) = Ae
−H(X)

kbT (5)

Where A is a normalising constant, kb is Boltzmann’s
constant and T the temperature. Substituting 5 in 4
gives:

WX′→X

WX→X′
= e

− {H(X)−H(X′)}
kbT (6)

This does not have a unique solution. We seek a
practical microstate updating algorithm expressed in
terms of:

4H = HX′ −HX (7)

which allows us a practical way of computing the tran-
sition probability from X to X ′. The two most com-
monly used are [42,43]:

WX→X′ = 1
τ e

−4H
kbT , 4H > 0

1
τ , 4H ≤ 0 (8)

WX→X′ =
1
τ

(
e
−4H

kbT

1 + e
−4H

kbT

)
(9)

Figure 2: Different equilibration rates for Metropolis,
Glauber and Wolf algorithms on a 128 × 128 Ising
system, showing the Energy converging, to within its
fluctuation range.
The equilibration rates of these algorithms are illus-
trated in figure 2 where the local Metropolis and

Glauber algorithm both gradually converge to within
the thermal fluctuation range of a mean value. The
Wolff algorithm takes some time to build up big
enough clusters within the system, after which it very
rapidly takes the system close to its mean value for the
quench temperature. This data was generated with a
reference serial code implementation that used a very
conservative (and computationally wasteful) update
procedure for Metropolis and Glauber using N ran-
domly picked sites to hit each step.

It is open to argument which of the schemes produces
the more realistic dynamics. Older works in the liter-
ature such as [43] have used the Glauber scheme for
dynamical work, relegating the Metropolis algorithm
to work where a thermodynamically equilibrated con-
figuration is required and the dynamics is unimpor-
tant. It appears that for computational purposes, the
Metropolis algorithm is better, since it involves one
less floating point operation – a division, it produces
a faster dynamics but similar equilibrium results, and
a qualitatively similar trajectory through phase space.
Figure 2 does indicate that Glauber is slower to take
the system to thermal equilibrium.

The simulation time can then be defined in units of
“an average of one Metropolis update attempt per
site.” It is important to include every site in this defi-
nition of the time-step. Without such a universal def-
inition, it becomes impossible to compare other works
in the literature and on slightly different models, in
terms of their dynamical properties. The problem re-
mains that this is only an artificially constructed time.
It is also noticeable that for deep quench experiments,
there is little thermal activity below the phase transi-
tion temperature and the system evolves very slowly.
This effect is known as hydro-dynamic slowing down.
This is a separate effect from the critical slowing down
that occurs for a system close to its critical tempera-
ture. The latter is due to interactions across all length
scales present in the system and is therefore an in-
evitable consequence of a local update algorithm like
Metropolis or Glauber.

A number of alternate Monte Carlo algorithms have
appeared in the literature over the years, all offer-
ing various speed ups in the dynamics and reduce
the effect of the critical slowing down. Some of these
are [44], [45], [37], and are reviewed in [46] and [47].
In general, they are all short-cuts to finding the most
thermodynamically probable region of phase space,
and thus are excellent for obtaining thermally equi-
librated configurations although as figure 2 shows a
pure Wolff cluster update starts off constructing very
small clusters and therefore takes some time to “get
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going” after the initial quench.

The Wolff algorithm [47] involves constructing a “clus-
ter” of like spins and potentially flipping the spin sign
of this entire cluster. In consequence, this algorithm
traverses micro-state space in larger “jumps” than ei-
ther the Metropolis or Glauber update algorithms.
This is particularly important in models of critical
phenomena like the Ising model whereupon the Wolff
algorithm does not suffer from the critical slowing
down phenomenon that typically plagues other sim-
ulation algorithms near the critical temperature.

The key feature of the Wolff algorithm’s ability to
meet the detailed balance condition in equation 3 is
the precise way that clusters are constructed. The
Wolff algorithm is essentially:

• Pick a random lattice site, i, as the first point of
a cluster to be built

• Flip spin si and remember i

• Visit all links connecting site i to its nearest
neighbours j

– The bond i− j is activated with probability
1− emin(0,2β)

– Where this happens sj is flipped and site j
is marked as part of the cluster

– Continue this process for all bonds leading to
unmarked neighbours until the process stops

• Ergodicity is guaranteed since there is always a
non-vanishing probability that the cluster con-
sists of only one site.

where β = J/kT is the reciprocal temperature.

The implications of this algorithm are that a Wolff
cluster being constructed as part of the time-evolution
of the system is bounded in size by the extent of the
physical cluster in which the initial random site is cho-
sen. We believe the size distribution of Wolff clusters
is closely related to the physical cluster size distribu-
tion for systems in equilibrium. Figure 1 shows that
these can be very large and even percolated clusters,
so flipping them constitutes a highly non-local and
multi-scale update algorithm. The downside being
that even using advanced cluster component labelling
techniques [48] the Wolff algorithm is computation-
ally expensive to apply compared with even multiple
Metropolis local update hits.

In [3] Baillie et al. found that a hybrid algorithm mix-
ing Metropolis and Wolff updates was best both in
quality and performance trade-offs on a data-parallel

architecture such as the DAP [49] although the opti-
mal ratio was not investigated in detail. In our present
paper we consider how well a data-parallel device such
as a GPU using the CUDA language can perform these
hybrid algorithms but we also try to find the best
(in terms of minimising wall-clock time) hybrid ratio.
Due to the computational time and effort needed to
do these calculations – especially when a scan in an
additional parameter such as rewiring probability p is
involved, a detailed investigation of the optimal algo-
rithm ratio for use in operational experiments seems
worthwhile.

4 Operational Simulations

There are several important time-scales we must con-
sider when planning a simulation of the Ising model.
Generally speaking, the work we discuss here involves
infinite quenching experiments. We initialise the sys-
tem from a “hot” or completely random mixture of
“up” and “down” spins. The system is then evolved to
thermal equilibrium for a finite temperature T . Once
the system has reached equilibrium it is valid to mea-
sure macroscopic properties from individually sampled
microstate configurations. Realistic statistical aver-
ages are obtained providing these samples truly rep-
resent the equilibrium properties of the system and
also that they are sufficiently decorrelated so as not
to introduce a systematic bias.

Consequently it is important that simulations be run
for long enough that they are truly in thermal equilib-
rium for the quench temperature T . Figure 2 shows
the approach to equilibrium achieved by the Metropo-
lis, Glauber and Wolff algorithms on the Ising model
at critical temperature Tc. The curves show the be-
haviour of the system’s total energy E as it con-
verges to an equilibrium value. Subsequently vari-
ables such as E will fluctuate around a mean ther-
mal average value. It is important to distinguish be-
tween the equilibration period and the equilibrated
regime. Since measurements from the equilibration
phase would bias or contaminate measurements, most
researchers choose to err on the side of caution and
discard potentially useful measurements to be com-
pletely sure of the system being equilibrated. Simi-
larly, if critical temperatures or exponents are being
measured to precision, biases and hence systematic
errors would be obtained from using measurements
from configurations that were correlated. To avoid
this most researchers will again err on the side of cau-
tion and do over many updates between measurements
to avoid bias.
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Operationally, all these wasted computations add up
and can add very significantly to the wall clock compu-
tational time used up by an experiment. Since work
like this can take months if not years of processing
time, even with parallel computations, any savings by
more accurately estimating the minimum safe number
of equilibration steps to avoid measurement steps to
discard is worthwhile.

To obtain statistically independent or decorrelated
samples it is important that the update algorithm pro-
vide an efficient means for the system to reach equilib-
rium conditions quickly but also to traverse its micro-
state space at equilibrium with ideally no correlations
at all between subsequent measurement configuration
snapshots.

4.1 Operational Procedure Summary

The operational procedure for investigating the Ising
model can be summarised as follows:

1. Choose dimension d, lattice side length L and
rewiring probability p

2. initialise static lattice/network structure

3. quench from random spin start state

4. use appropriate update algorithm to reach equi-
librium temperature

5. use appropriate update algorithm to obtain
decorrelated independent measurements of
M,E,Cv, χ, U

Where M is the magnetisation and is measured from
a single configuration as:

M =
1
N
|
∑

i

Si| (10)

The total energy E is obtained from the Hamiltonian
in equation 1 but the heat capacity (at constant Vol-
ume) Cv ≡ ∂<E>

∂T is more usefully computed using
the fluctuation dissipation theorem from the energy
variance using:

Cv =
β

T

[〈
E2
〉
− 〈E〉2

]
(11)

where β is the reciprocal temperature in units of
the couple J . Similarly the magnetic susceptibility
χ ≡ ∂〈M〉

∂H in terms of the magnetic field, but is more
usefully calculated in terms of the variance relation-
ship:

χ = β
[〈

M2
〉
− 〈M〉2

]
(12)

We employ Binder’s finite scaling procedure to obtain
the location of the critical temperature since this cal-
culation still works even with non-zero lattice rewiring
p unlike procedures like Monte-Carlo Renormalisation
Group which work only for regular unperturbed lat-
tices. Finite size scaling is based on Binders observa-
tion that the cumulant U forms an s-shaped curve as
it varies with temperature and that the curve becomes
sharper as the system size is increased. Two scans in
temperature for two different system sizes will inter-
cept one another at the critical temperature Tc. For
our work, we typically use three different system sizes
which gives us an error estimate as well as a value
for Tc(p). We subsequently compute the temperature
shift τ = |T 0

c − T p
c | caused by the rewiring and report

that - as shown in Figure 12.

The Binder cumulant for a system of size N = Ld

is computed from individual configuration measure-
ments of the Magnetisation M by:

UN = 1− < M4 >N

3 < M2 >2
N

(13)

Plots of heat capacity and magnetic susceptibility (see
Figure 13) are useful as a quick visual indicator of
the location and shift in the critical temperature, but
the cumulant method allows more precise numerical
regression fitting and intercept calculations that yield
the necessary precision.

Operationally there are a number of ways to man-
age these calculations. We typically log independent
measurements of M and E to file during a “run” and
subsequently combine and analyse these to obtain U
and thence Tc(p) values.

The important summary point to note is that the com-
putational cost of all these is dominated by the cost of
obtaining suitably independent or decorrelated snap-
shot configurations of the Ising spin system that yield
statistically unbiased measurements. This process is
governed by the critical slowing-down phenomena near
the critical temperature. Algorithms based upon hy-
brids with the Wolff procedure alleviate this.

4.2 Equilibration & Decorrelation

In addition to the need to equilibrate the system so
that its properties are representative of the quench
temperature, it is also important to consider how
much it changes between measurement steps. In
analysing the independence of the configurations mea-
surements and the associated lack of bias in the mea-
surement statistics, it is useful to consider the popu-
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lation correlation coefficient ρ, defined as:

ρX,Y =
E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )]

σXσY
(14)

where E is the expected value operator, µX and µY

are the expected values and σX and σY the standard
deviations respectively.

The correlation or overlap should ideally be zero be-
tween measurement spin configurations. In figures 6,9
and 14 we show how the correlation changes with both
algorithmic steps and with wall clock time, and this
assists in determining the ideal hybrid algorithmic ra-
tio to maximise the number of independent measured
configurations computed per second.

5 Graphical Processing Units

The advancement of the games industry has driven
the development of Graphical Processing Units
(GPUs) into highly parallel and powerful architec-
tures. The latest generation Fermi-architecture GPUs
from NVIDIA contain between 11-15 multiprocessors,
each of which contain 32 scalar processors (SPs). Pre-
vious generation GPUs contained 8 scalar processors
per multiprocessor.

!"#$%"

!" !" !" !"&'()*+,

!" !" !" !"&'()*+,

Figure 3: General architecture of NVIDIA GPUs.

Programs can be executed on the GPU by splitting
the computation into thousands or even millions of
threads. These threads (called kernels) are managed
by the GPU hardware and scheduled to execute on the
multiprocessors. To allow some degree of control over
how these threads are scheduled, they must be organ-
ised into blocks. Each block can have a maximum size
of 1024 threads for a Fermi architecture GPU and 512
threads for previous generations.

GPUs contain several types of memory, using the best
memory type and accessing it in the correct way can
have a large impact on performance. The main type
of memory on the GPU is global memory. This is the

only memory type that can be accessed by the CPU
host and any input or output must be placed in this
memory type. In addition to this are the specialised
memory types stored on the multiprocessor. These
memory types allow threads within the same block
(and thus executing on the same multiprocessor) to
reduce access to global memory and share information.

6 Regular Lattice Simulation

While we are most interested in investigating update
algorithms for rewired lattices, it is also of importance
to investigate how the algorithms perform on regular
lattices. Regular lattice algorithms can be more highly
optimised as the number of neighbours each site has
for a hyper-cubic d dimensional lattice is known (2d
neighbours). The memory location of these neigh-
bours can also be easily calculated, eliminating the
need to store the addresses. In this section we dis-
cuss and compare optimised implementations of three
regular lattice update methods: Checkerboard, Wolff
and a Hybrid of both.

6.1 CUDA Metropolis Implementa-
tion

The Metropolis algorithm is well suited to computa-
tion on the GPU, the entire mesh can be updated with
two kernels (red/black). In our previous work [10]
we discussed the implementation of this algorithm on
CUDA GPUs. In this work, substantial performance
benefits were gained by packing the spins into un-
signed integers. Each unsigned integer in the lattice
contains 32 spin values. The Ising model is updated by
using logical bit operations to compute the model on
all 32 spins simultaneously. On a GTX 260 graphics
card this implementation could apply a checkerboard
update approximately 125x faster than a traditional
single-core CPU implementation.

6.2 CUDA Wolff Implementation

Unfortunately the method of packing spins into un-
signed integers does not transfer to the Wolff algo-
rithm. The main computational portion of the Wolff
algorithm is to build the Wolff cluster in the system.
In a system with N spins, the maximum label value
will also be N . Thus storage requirements for each
site is now no longer just one bit, but enough bits to
store it’s unique label.

8
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As discussed in Section 3, Wolff clusters are not like
normal connected component clusters. Some sites are
excluded from the cluster according to the tempera-
ture. To save information about this exclusion, we
also store information about links to a site’s neigh-
bours. Each cell contains information about the links
to the cells left and above it. All of this information
is stored in an unsigned integer, as seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Structure of cell information packed into a
unsigned integer.

Using this structure we can provide each kernel with
the information for each cell from one global memory
read. Each kernel must still access neighbouring val-
ues but again this structure is beneficial as the spin
values, connection information and label must be read
for each neighbouring cell anyway.

Building a Wolff cluster around a randomly selected
site is inefficient on a GPU, we instead perform a
modified Connected Component Labelling (CCL) al-
gorithm. In previous work we have described how
a CCL algorithm can be implemented efficiently on
CUDA enabled GPUs [48]. To build a Wolff cluster
rather than a normal connected component labelling
cluster we modify the algorithm slightly.

Before we perform the CCL algorithm, the bits rep-
resenting the links between cells are randomly set ac-
cording to the temperature of the system. This de-
termines how cells are randomly excluded from the
cluster. When the CCL algorithm builds the labels,
two cells are only considered to be in the same cluster
if they have the same value and the link between them
is set to 1. In this way we can make use of our CCL
algorithm to build Wolff clusters instead of normal
connected-component clusters.

Once the clusters have been labelled, we pick a random
site and fetch that site’s label. Then all the sites with
that same label will be flipped. This process performs
one Wolff update.

6.3 CUDA Hybrid Implementation

Both the Checkerboard and the Wolff update al-
gorithms have their individual merits, a hybrid of
both can provide better performance than both. The
Checkerboard algorithm updates each cell every step

but takes a long time for change to propagate through
the system while the Wolff algorithm changes the field
very quickly but is generally slower and can take a long
time to update each cell. By mixing calls of each al-
gorithm together, the performance in terms of both
time to reach equilibrium and produce de-correlated
results can be improved.

This Hybrid algorithm uses the same data struc-
ture as the Wolff algorithm. This means that the
checkerboard update steps are not as efficient as pure
Checkerboard algorithm but the additional informa-
tion is necessary for the Wolff updates. The higher
performance of the more highly optimised Checker-
board implementation does not outweigh the time
taken to convert between the two data structures.

The real question faced by this Hybrid algorithm is
what ratio the algorithm calls should be mixed to-
gether. As Checkerboard update steps are generally a
lot faster than Wolff updates, we test ratios with more
Checkerboard steps than Wolff steps. In the following
section we present the results on a regular lattice to
identify the optimal ratio for the hybrid method.

6.4 Regular Lattice Performance

To investigate the effectiveness of the Hybrid update
algorithm and compare it to the Metropolis and Wolff
methods, we measure two properties. First we test
how well the update methods can move the system
to a state of equilibrium from an initial random con-
figuration. Second we test how quickly the methods
can produce de-correlated results once the system is
in equilibrium.

In our initial quenching phase we compare three dif-
ferent update algorithms: Metropolis, Wolff and our
Hybrid. We present performance data on our best
performing implementation on the GPU of each al-
gorithm. First we look at how the algorithms reach
equilibrium from initial random starting conditions,
we show how the algorithms compare in terms of en-
ergy over time. The results of this experiments are
shown for 2D and 3D in Figure 5.

We can see from the two plots that the Hybrid al-
gorithm does not provide any benefit in helping the
system reach equilibrium from an initial random state.
Because the purely Metropolis algorithm can make use
of the packed-bit implementation, it can perform more
algorithm steps in one second than the hybrid method
can.

Secondly we examine how the algorithms decorrelate
a system already at equilibrium. The algorithm com-
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Figure 5: A comparison of update methods showing the initial phase of the Ising model as it reaches equilibrium
in 2D (left) and 3D (right) with several ratios of Metropolis and Wolff (M:W). System sizes are N = 10242 in 2D
and N = 1283 in 3D. The Hybrid algorithms 1:2 and 1:4 behave almost identically to 1:1 in 3D and have been
removed to avoid cluttering the plot.

parison results are shown as correlation (in log 10
scale) vs time. These are shown in Figure 6.

In this experiment we see how the Hybrid method can
provide an improvement over both the Metropolis and
Wolff algorithm. For the sake of clarity we have only
shown the optimal Hybrid ratio on this plot. We found
that in two-dimensions, a Hybrid ratio of 1:1 decorre-
lated the system fastest while in 3D, 4:1 was the opti-
mal ratio. In both cases the optimal Hybrid method
provides an important performance improvement over
both the Metropolis and the Wolff update algorithms.
These algorithms are further discussed in Section 8.

7 Small-World Rewired Lattice
Simulation

In this section we describe an implementation of the
Wolff cluster update algorithm for the Ising model on
an irregular graph. The system is constructed starting
with a regular lattice, but then a number of edges are
rewired randomly to create the shortcuts common to
small-world networks.

Either end of an edge, which connects two cells, is in-
dependently considered for rewiring with probability
1
2P , thus rewiring a fraction P of all edges. In order to
make this algorithm compatible with the Metropolis
Ising implementation for arbitrary graphs described
in [10], the same restriction to selecting a new neigh-
bour applies. That is, the neighbour is selected ran-

domly from all cells of the same colour as the previ-
ous neighbour, where each cell is assigned one of two
colours using a checkerboard pattern. This means that
no cells of the same colour are directly connected.

7.1 Rewired Irregular Data Structure

For 2D and 3D Ising systems, the cell spin states are
stored in an unsigned char array S of the same di-
mensionality. In the 2D case, the spin array is bound
to a texture reference, which allows the CUDA ker-
nels to utilise the on-chip texture cache when reading
the spin values of neighbouring cells. Texture fetches
are optimised for spatial locality, which makes them
very suitable for the task. This is not done in the 3D
case, because CUDA does not support binding 3D tex-
tures to linear memory. 3D textures must be bound
to read-only CUDA arrays (the new surface references
introduced in CUDA 3.1 can currently only be used to
write to 1D and 2D CUDA arrays), which would make
it necessary to copy the spin values to the CUDA array
every time the spins are modified, which is slower than
simply accessing the 3D spin array directly in global
memory. This is much less of a concern with Fermi-
based graphics cards, as global memory accesses are
cached in the on-chip L1/L2 caches.

Cells that are affected by rewiring are considered as
modified. Every time an edge is rewired, 3 cells are
affected: the source cell replaces a neighbour, the orig-
inal neighbour loses a connection and the new neigh-
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Figure 6: A comparison of the different update methods showing how the system correlation (log 10) reduces with
time in 2D (left) and 3D (right). Only the Metropolis (1:0), Wolff (0:1) and even ratio Hybrid (1:1) algorithms
are shown.

bour gains one. Unmodified cells, i.e. cells not affected
by rewiring, do not need to store their neighbour struc-
ture, as the neighbour coordinates can simply be cal-
culated. Modified cells, on the other hand, do not have
a fixed number of neighbours and may be connected
to any cell in the graph. Therefore, the neighbour in-
formation for these cells needs to be stored explicitly.
Two arrays are used to do this. Vertex array V stores
the length of the cell’s adjacency-list, and arc array A
stores the actual neighbour IDs. A thread with thread
ID tid processes the cell whose adjacency-list length is
stored at index tid in V . Respectively, the first neigh-
bour ID is stored at index tid in array A. The second
neighbour ID is stored at position tid+|Vm|+ padding
and so on, where |Vm| is the number of modified cells
and padding increases |Vm| to the next multiple of 32
(i.e. 128 bytes for 4 byte integers). Storing the neigh-
bours in this order means that memory transactions
from the vertex and arc arrays can be fully coalesced,
as sequential threads can access sequential elements.

The ID of the cell processed by a thread with a par-
ticular thread ID (tid) is stored in arrays Mu and Mm

for unmodified and modified cells respectively. This
is necessary because different CUDA kernels are used
to process the two types of cells to avoid conditionals
that would cause warp divergence and thus hurt per-
formance. The following section describes the kernel
implementations in detail.

7.2 CUDA Implementation Of The
Rewired Lattice Wolff Algorithm

The implementation of the Wolff cluster update al-
gorithm for rewired Ising models uses a number of
CUDA kernels to perform the updates in parallel. Al-
gorithm 1 describes the tasks performed by the host
system that are necessary to advance the simulation.
Some of the kernels are executed by T threads, where
T depends on the graphics hardware used. It should
be a multiple of 512, the maximum thread block size
used for these kernels, as well as a multiple of the
physical number of scalar processors on the device,
and finally it must be large enough to allow the device
to switch between threads to hide memory latencies.
We use 30, 720 for the GeForce GTX480 and GTX295
and 27, 648 for the GTX260-216.

The implementation uses 2D or 3D thread blocks de-
pending on the number of system dimensions. The
thread block dimension lengths used depend on the
graphics hardware. Fermi based devices work well
with blocks of size 32 × 16 and 32 × 4 × 4 respec-
tively, whereas 16 × 16 and 16 × 4 × 4 work best on
GT200 series devices.

The total number of cells |V | is the sum of the number
of unmodified cells |Vu| and the number of modified
cells |Vm|. It is equal to the system size N . Note that
<< and >> are used to denote left and right binary
shift operations respectively. The base 2 logarithm of
the dimension length L used by the CUDA kernels is
calculated once by the host and passed as parameter
to the kernels.
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Algorithm 1 Evolve the model by STEPS simula-
tion steps. This is the host code that manages the
graphics processing unit.

allocate device memory for arrays R, V, A, S,Mu,
Mm,M2, X, F, P

copy initial spin values to the device
copy RNG seeds to the device
do in parallel on the device using T threads:

initialise the RNGs
for i← 1 to STEPS do

k ← pick a cell randomly
sk ← copy k’s spin to the host and flip it
do in parallel on the device using T threads:

generate |Vm| packed random
results and store them in R

do in parallel on the device using T threads:
call Kernel 1 for unmodified cells

do in parallel on the device using |Vm| threads:
call Kernel 1 for modified cells

F ← 0 //initialise frontier array F to 0
F [k]← 1 //set cell k as active in the frontier
P ← 0 //initialise processed array P to 0
repeat

c← 0 //flag indicating changes
if local Kernel 2 is enabled then

do in parallel on the device using |V |
threads: call local Kernel 2

end if
do in parallel on the device using |Vu| threads:

call Kernel 2 for unmodified
cells
do in parallel on the device using |Vm|
threads:

call Kernel 2 for modified cells
until c = 0

end for
copy final spins back to the host

The random numbers generated on the device use
Marsaglia’s lagged-Fibonacci random number gener-
ator (RNG) [50] implementation for CUDA as de-
scribed in [51]. Every CUDA thread uses its own
lag-table to produce an independent stream of ran-
dom numbers, thus avoiding read-write race condi-
tions. However, for the implementation to perform
well, it is necessary that all threads in a half-warp col-
lectively generate new random deviates, even if some
of them are not actually used. This enables global
memory reads and writes to be coalesced.

When a Wolff cluster is formed around a source cell k,
neighbouring cells with the same spin value are only
included in the cluster if the arc (i.e. the edge in one

Algorithm 2 This is CUDA Kernel 1 for unmodified
cells in 2-dimensions. It is executed by T threads,
each of which processes a number of cells until all |Vu|
unmodified cells have been processed. S is the spin-
array, M the thread ID to cell ID mapping array, X
the traversable array, L the dimension length and D
the number of dimensions.

t← global thread ID queried from the runtime
load variables for the RNG instance used by this
thread from global memory to registers
for all tid ∈ Vt := {t, t+T, t+2T, . . . ; t < |Vu|} do

//compare random numbers to probability
pWolff and store the result as a bit-value in r
r ← 0
for i← 1 to D do

rtmp ← generate uniform random number
r ← (r << 1) OR (rtmp < pWolff )

end for
id←M [tid] //load the cell ID
ix← id AND (L− 1) //the x-coordinate
iy ← id >> log2(L) //the y-coordinate
s← S(ix, iy) //load the spin value
//calculate the neighbour coordinates and mark
traversable edges with bit-value 1 in x
x← 0 //bits marking active edges
n ix← ix = 0 ? L− 1 : ix− 1
n s← S(n ix, iy) //spin value for left neighbour
x← (s = n s) and (r AND (1 << 0)) ?

(x OR (1 << 0)) : x
n ix← ix = (L− 1) ? 0 : ix + 1
n s ← S(n ix, iy) //spin value for right neigh-
bour
x← (s = n s) and (r AND (1 << 1)) ?

(x OR (1 << 1)) : x
and so on for all other dimensions . . .
X[tid]← x //write to global memory

end for
write the updated local variables for the RNG in-
stance back to global memory

direction) used to reach them is active in this simu-
lation step. This is determined by generating a uni-
form random number and comparing it to the proba-
bility pWolff. Kernel 1 for unmodified cells, described
in Algorithm 2 generates the random deviates itself,
whereas the random numbers for Kernel 1 for modi-
fied cells, see Algorithm 3, are generated beforehand
by a dedicated kernel. The reason for this distinc-
tion is that one thread is used for every modified cell,
while the kernel for unmodified cells is executed by T
threads. Every RNG instance requires 400 bytes of de-
vice memory, which can potentially add up to a lot of
memory if the rewiring probability P is high and a sep-
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arate RNG instance was used for each thread. There-
fore, a dedicated RNG kernel instance is used to gener-
ate the random numbers for the modified cells using T
threads. This kernel not only generates the deviates,
but also performs the comparison to the value pWolff
and only stores a bit value for every arc, 1 indicating
that it is active and 0 that it is inactive. These bits
are packed into an unsigned int value per cell, thus
allowing a maximum degree of 32. The packed results
are stored in array R.

The task of Kernel 1 is to determine which connections
are both active and connect cells with the same spin
value. Arcs that pass this test are called traversable
and are marked in array X using the bit value 1, arcs
that fail the test are marked with value 0. Separate
traversable arrays of length |Vu| and |Vm| are used for
Kernel 1 for unmodified and modified cells respectively
to avoid uncoalesced memory accesses.

Algorithm 3 This is CUDA Kernel 1 for modified
cells in 2-dimensions. Every CUDA thread processes
one cell, thus |Vm| threads are executed to process all
modified cells. S is the spin-array, V the vertex-array,
A the arc-array, M the thread ID to cell ID mapping
array, R the random results array, X the traversable
array and L the dimension length.

tid← global thread ID queried from the runtime
id←M [tid] //load the cell ID
ix← id AND (L− 1) //the x-coordinate
iy ← id >> log2(L) //the y-coordinate
s← S(ix, iy) //load the spin value
r ← R[tid] //load the random results for this cell
//look-up the neighbours and mark traversable
edges with bit-value 1 in x
rshift ← 0 //shift r by rshift bits
x← 0 //bits marking active edges
v ← V [tid] //load the adjacency-list length
for all n id ∈ {A[tid], A[tid+ |Vm|], . . . , A[tid+(v−
1)|Vm|]} do

n ix← n id AND (L− 1) //the x-coordinate
n iy ← n id >> log2(L) //the y-coordinate
n s← S(n ix, n iy) //load the neighbour’s spin
x← (s = n s) and (r AND (1 << rshift)) ?

(x OR (1 << rshift)) : x
rshift ← rshift + 1 //increment the shift value

end for
X[tid]← x //write to global memory

Kernel 2 uses the traversable array to spread the new
spin value in a breadth-first search manner. Starting
from the source cell, it advances a frontier F across
eligible connections to other cells, marking visited cells
in P , until no more traversable arcs can be reached.

At this point, all cells in the current Wolff cluster have
been updated with the new spin value.

Kernel 2 for unmodified cells is described in Algo-
rithm 4. The version for modified cells is essentially
the same as the one for unmodified cells, only that it
loads the neighbour information from global memory
as described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 4 This is CUDA Kernel 2 for unmodified
cells in 2-dimensions. Every CUDA thread processes
one cell, thus |Vu| threads are executed to process all
unmodified cells. S is the spin array, M the thread
ID to cell ID mapping array, X the traversable array,
F the frontier array, P the processed array, L the
dimension length, c a flag indicating changes in the
cluster size and s the new spin value for all cells in the
cluster.

tid← global thread ID queried from the runtime
id←M [tid] //load the cell ID
if F [id] and (NOT P [id]) then

//this cell is part of the Wolff cluster
P [id]← 1 //mark as processed
c← 1 //set the flag to indicate the changes
ix← id AND (L− 1) //the x-coordinate
iy ← id >> log2(L) //the y-coordinate
S(ix, iy)← s //store the new spin value
x← X[tid] //load the traversable flags
//set nbrs as active in F if the edge is traversable
n ix← ix = 0 ? L− 1 : ix− 1
if x AND (1 << 0) then

F [iy ∗ L + n ix]← 1 //frontier for left nbr
end if
n ix← ix = (L− 1) ? 0 : ix + 1
if x AND (1 << 1) then

F [iy ∗ L + n ix]← 1 //frontier for right nbr
end if
and so on for all other dimensions . . .

end if

Since this implementation of Kernel 2 only advances
the frontier by one step from the source cell during ev-
ery kernel call, it does not perform very well once the
Wolff clusters increase in size. To speed-up the prop-
agation of the new spin value throughout the cluster,
calls to a local version of Kernel 2 can be interleaved
with the previously described global versions. In this
local version of the kernel, the threads of a thread
block use the fast shared memory of the streaming
multi-processors to quickly propagate the spin to all
cells processed by threads of the same block that are
also part of the Wolff cluster. Algorithm 5 describes
this process. As the kernel is executed by |V | threads,
the traversable array can not be accessed by thread ID
as it is done in the global implementation. An addi-
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tional mapping array M2 is used to map the thread
ID to the correct index into the traversable array X.

The global versions for unmodified and modified cells
need to be called after one of these optional calls to the
local kernel in order to advance the frontier across
thread block boundaries and rewired edges. The per-
formance analysis in Section 7.3 shows when it is sen-
sible to start using the local kernel in addition to the
global updates.

Algorithm 5 The shared memory propagation of the
frontier performed by the local version of Kernel 2.
The parameters and the local variables id, ix and iy
are the same as in Algorithm 4. M2 is the thread ID
to traversable index mapping and B the block length.
|V | CUDA threads are used.

btid← block thread ID queried from the runtime
Fs[B ∗B] //frontier array in shared mem.
Xs[B ∗B] //traversable array in shared mem.
Fs[bid] ← F [id] //load the frontier into shared
mem.
Xs[btid]← 0
if the cell has no rewired edges then

idx←M2[tid] //look-up traversable array idx
Xs[btid]← X[idx] //load the traversable flags

end if
repeat

fold ← Fs[btid] //remember the current value
if btid = 0 then

votes ← 0 //shared mem. variable for votes
end if
synchronize threads in block
//calc. the shared mem. index nidx for the neigh-
bours and set the cell as active in the frontier if
the neighbour is active and the edge is traversable
nidx ← threadIdx.y ∗B + threadIdx.x + 1 //right
Fs[btid]← (threadIdx.x < (B − 1)) and

(Xs[nidx] AND (1 << 0)) and
Fs[nidx] ? 1 : Fs[btid]

nidx ← threadIdx.y ∗B + threadIdx.x− 1 //left
Fs[btid]← (threadIdx.x > 0) and

(Xs[nidx] AND (1 << 1)) and
Fs[nidx] ? 1 : Fs[btid]

and so on for all other dimensions . . .
if Xs[btid] 6= 0 and fold 6= Fs[btid] then

votes ← 1 //the frontier changed
end if
synchronize threads in block

until votes = 0
if Fs[btid] and (NOT P [id]) then

F [id]← 1
//process unmodified cells as described in Alg. 4

end if

A small modification to Kernel 2 can substitute the
conditional branches that decide if a neighbouring cell
is set as active in the frontier array F by evaluating the
traversable value stored in x with atomic operations
of the form:

atomicOr(F [. . . ], ((x >> {0, 1, . . . , D −
1}) AND 1))

This gives a comparable performance on the Fermi
based GTX480, but is considerably slower on the older
GT200 series cards, clearly highlighting the increased
performance of atomic operations on Fermi devices.
But because it does not provide a performance gain
either, we use the implementation based on condition-
als that performs well on both hardware generations.

We have also tested an implementation of Kernel 2
that is based on labelling all components in the graph
using a variation of the component labelling algorithm
for arbitrary graphs described in [48], which works for
directed graphs based on the traversable array. This
implementation requires an additional CUDA kernel,
which flips the spins of the cluster that contains the
source cell after all components have been detected.
We expected this implementation to perform better
than the breadth-first search based implementation
when the Wolff clusters are relatively large on aver-
age, as it takes a few iterations for the current imple-
mentation to extend the frontier far enough to really
utilise the parallel computing capabilities of the hard-
ware. However, it turns out that this is not the case,
the implementation described in this paper performs
better in all cases.

7.3 Rewired Lattice Performance

This section analyses the performance of the Wolff al-
gorithm and compares it to the Metropolis implemen-
tation described in [10].

The first plot in Figure 7 compares the performance
of the Metropolis and Wolff CUDA implementations
for rewired lattice Ising simulations with P = 10−2

in terms of wall clock time. The abrupt increase in
execution time per simulation step for the Wolff algo-
rithm marks the time when the typical Wolff cluster
size drastically increases due to the system reaching
an equilibrium value. This state change can also be
observed in the sudden drop of the system energy illus-
trated by the plot on the right. When the temperature
is above the critical temperature Tc, as it is the case
with T = 2.723 in the example, then the system re-
mains chaotic and the average Wolff cluster size stays
small. The performance of the Metropolis algorithm
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Figure 7: The figure on the left compares the performance of the Metropolis algorithm with the two Wolff
cluster detection flavours, the first using only the global version of Kernel 2 and the second also using the
local implementation. The system size N = 10242, the rewiring probability P = 10−2 and the temperature
T = {1.815, 2.269, 2.723} (i.e. the critical temperature of the regular 2D Ising model and ±20% around it). The
time is measured in intervals of 10 simulation steps on an NVIDIA GTX480 and represents the time in milliseconds
since the previous measurement. The figure on the right illustrates the changes in system energy over the same
period, again with P = 10−2, when using only Wolff, only Metropolis or both interleaved at a 1:1 ratio.

does not significantly depend on the system state.

The results show that local updates in addition to
global updates in the implementation of the Wolff al-
gorithm, as described in the previous section, perform
significantly better than just global updates after the
system reaches an equilibrium value. The local up-
dates slow the algorithm down slightly before the sys-
tem equilibrates or if T is significantly larger than Tc,
because the Wolff clusters tend to be very small and
therefore the overhead introduced by the local updates
dominates their benefit. However, as the second plot
of Figure 7 as well as Figure 8 show, the system can be
equilibrated very quickly if the “right” combination of
update algorithms is used. Almost all the simulation
time is therefore spent after the system has reached
an equilibrium value, which is why we always use the
local updates in the following measurements.

As already mentioned, the plot on the right of Figure 7
illustrates how the system energy changes throughout
the duration of the simulation. The Wolff algorithm
by itself takes many more simulation steps than the
Metropolis algorithm to reach an equilibrium value.
But using the two algorithms together equilibrates the
system in even less simulation steps than Metropolis
by itself. We have tested ratios of up to 10:1 and vice
versa and the system equilibrates in less simulation
steps than just Metropolis in all cases. The differences
between all tested ratios that use both algorithms are

within the margin of error, with ratios that are very
imbalanced tending to take more steps than those that
are more balanced.

What is usually more important than the number of
simulation steps is the wall clock time that it takes
to equilibrate the system. And as the results have
shown, the Metropolis algorithm parallelises more
nicely on the GPU architecture and therefore achieves
a much higher performance. This poses the question
if the higher performance of the Metropolis algorithm
makes up for the increased number of simulation steps
needed to equilibrate the system or if a combination
of Metropolis and Wolff algorithm performs better.
Figure 8 shows the measurement results for a num-
ber of algorithmic ratios for a particular system con-
figuration in both 2D and 3D running on a GeForce
GTX480. The measurements show that the Metropo-
lis algorithm by itself or a combination with the Wolff
algorithm that heavily favours Metropolis (e.g. an 8:1
ratio) equilibrates the system more quickly than ratios
that are more in favour of Wolff. Wolff by itself takes
so long to equilibrate the system that it is left out in
the plots and should never be used for this task.

If we want to compute a metric like the heat capacity,
susceptibility, or Binder cumulant, then it is impor-
tant to take decorrelated samples from the simula-
tion after it has been equilibrated. But being overly
cautious means wasting precious time. We therefore
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Figure 8: The plots show the execution time that it takes until the system reaches an equilibrium value on an
NVIDIA GTX480 for 2D (left) and 3D (right) systems with different ratios of Metropolis and Wolff (M:W). The
system size is N = 10242 and N = 1283 respectively. P = 10−2 for both systems; T = 2.4 for the 2D simulations
and T = 4.55 for the 3D simulations (both are as close to Tc(P ) as we have determined it using the heat capacity
(see Figure 13)). Each data point is the mean value of 100 simulation runs.

investigate the time that it takes to decorrelate the
system with different ratios of Metropolis and Wolff
updates. The results are given in Figure 9. The re-
sults for some of the tested ratios are not shown in the
plots to make them easier to read. These results lie in
between the other ratios as expected.

Every data point is the mean value of 5,000 measure-
ments from 50 independent simulation runs. Each
simulation run is initialised with a different seed value
for the random number generator and therefore uses a
different rewired lattice structure. The standard devi-
ations are not displayed to keep the plots readable, as
the logarithmic scale causes the error bars to appear
inflated. However, on a non-logarithmic scale, the er-
ror is insignificant for the pure Metropolis results. All
other ratios have a larger standard deviation due to
the Wolff algorithm (up to ≈ 0.29 in 2D and ≈ 0.24 in
3D for pure Wolff), which gradually shrinks until the
system is decorrelated at which point the error again
becomes insignificant. The results should therefore be
taken as trends, no one ratio gives the best results in
every single measurement.

The Metropolis algorithm again shows that its supe-
rior execution speed makes up for the increased num-
ber of steps that it requires to decorrelate 2D systems
(see Figure 14). The more Wolff steps are added to
the ratio, the longer it takes to decorrelate the sys-
tem, even though every individual Wolff step decor-
relates it more than a single Metropolis update step.
Surprisingly, this is not always true for the 3D case,

especially when more Wolff than Metropolis steps are
performed. Here the Metropolis step decorrelates the
system more than the Wolff step, which is particularly
visible in the 1:8 or 1:4 cases. This may indicate that
the chosen temperature T = 4.55 is higher than the
critical temperature for the given configuration and
the Wolff clusters are therefore rather small.

Figure 10 gives a different view on the decorrelation
issue. It illustrates how decorrelated a 2D system is
after a set of simulation steps for a particular tempera-
ture T , where the number of algorithmic steps depends
on the ratio. The respective timing results for each set
of steps are given in the second plot. If the tempera-
ture is much smaller than Tc(P ), i.e. T = 1.815 in the
example, then all ratios decorrelate the system quickly
and the fastest algorithm should be used, which is
Metropolis by itself. When the temperature gets close
to or is larger than Tc(P ), then one of the sets with
a higher number of total steps is needed to get good
results. Which one is a trade-off between the level of
decorrelation and the time needed to execute the set
of simulation steps. For example, the 20:1 ratio may
be a good choice for T = 2.723, while 20:10 may be
better for T = 2.269.

8 Discussion

As discussed above the Wolff algorithm assembles
clusters of spins to flip. These clusters are assem-
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Figure 9: Decorrelation over half a second of execution time for the 2D system (left) and over one second for the
3D system (right) on an NVIDIA GTX480 for different ratios of Metropolis and Wolff (M:W). The system size
N = 10242 and N = 1283 respectively. P = 10−2 for both systems; T = 2.4 for the 2D simulations and T = 4.55
for the 3D simulations (i.e. ≈ Tc(P )). Every data point is the mean value of 5,000 measurements.

bled with the correct thermal probability and so the
distribution of Wolff cluster sizes is not directly repre-
sentative of the distribution of physical clusters. Nev-
ertheless, we can use the Wolff cluster size distribution
as an indication of what is going on inside the system.

Figure 11: A typical distribution of Wolff cluster sizes
from an equilibrated 2D Ising system.

Figure 11 illustrates what the Wolff cluster update al-
gorithm is doing in practise for a range of temper-
atures. At low temperatures very large clusters of
nearly all N spins dominate the distribution and a
pure Wolff algorithm essentially “thrashes” the spin
configuration back and forth. At very high tempera-
tures the Wolff algorithm only forms very small clus-

ters and is therefore not significantly different from
a local algorithm like Metropolis. The distribution
is seen to be most interesting near criticality where
it broadens out. This reflects the importance of all
length scales contained in a critical system model such
as the Ising system at its critical temperature.
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Figure 12: Shift in critical temperature with rewiring
probability p, after [52].

Figure 12 shows some preliminary results on the effect
of the small-world rewiring. The data is based on ear-
lier work by Herrero [23] for high p values and Hawick
and James [52] across the full p-range shown. At very
low p the shift does not seem to flatten out or tail off
as Herrero conjectured. We believe any flattening out
of the critical temperature shift is likely to be just an
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Figure 10: The figure on the left shows the correlation value for different ratios of Metropolis and Wolff (M:W)
with 0.0 being decorrelated and 1.0 being (anti-)correlated for a 2D system with N = 10242. The correlation value
is calculated after x simulation steps, where x is the sum of Metropolis and Wolff steps in the given ratio (e.g.
x = 2 for a 1:1 ratio and x = 3 for a 1:2 or 2:1 ratio). The plot on the right shows the respective timing results
for x steps on an NVIDIA GTX480.

artifact of size-limited simulation systems which can-
not sustain effective small p values. As the error bars
in the data indicate there is still considerable uncer-
tainty of the true behaviour of the temperature shift
with p although we do believe it is likely to be a power
law of the form (Tc(p) − T p=0

c ) ∼ px – as suggested
by the likely straight-line trend in this plot of log-log
data.

Our present paper is strongly motivated by the need
to investigate larger system sizes for more independent
runs to improve the statistics of a plot like figure 12
but also to have sufficiently good data to also inves-
tigate the critical exponents and thus to investigate
if the rewiring changes the nature of the Ising phase
transition as well as just shifting it.

Section 4.1 mentions that the heat capacity Cv and
the susceptibility χ can be used as a visual indicator
of the location and shift in the critical temperature.
Figure 13 illustrates both metrics for systems of size
N = 10242 and N = 1283. The sharpness of the phase
transition is limited by how large a system size is sim-
ulated, but the plots do illustrate nicely the shift in Tc

when re-wiring is applied, both from the unperturbed
value in 2-D of 2/ log(1 +

√
2) ≈ 2.2692 and the 3-

D experimental value of 1/0.221652 ≈ 4.5116 [3]. As
rewiring is applied and p increases, the critical tem-
perature shifts upwards. This can be interpreted as
the long-range links making it easier for the system
to maintain long-range order even at higher temper-
atures, and the critical “disappearing point” of the

long-range behaviour is shifted upwards.

We have already analysed how much time it takes
to get statistically independent samples of the Ising
system using various combinations of Metropolis and
Wolff updates for both regular and rewired lattice
Ising systems in the respective performance sections.
Those results depend on the implementations and pos-
sibly on the hardware used for the experiments as
well. A better implementation of either one of the
algorithms, or the capabilities of future CUDA hard-
ware, may change the outcomes completely. It may
therefore be even more relevant to compare the algo-
rithms both individually and in combination in terms
of their ability to decorrelate the Ising system in a
certain number of simulation steps. See Figure 14.

From the first two graphs we can see how the up-
date algorithms decorrelate the regular lattice Ising
system over 100 simulation steps. The Hybrid ratio
1:1 provides the best results and decorrelates the sys-
tem faster than the Wolff and the Metropolis algo-
rithms in both 2D and 3D. It should be noted that as
the Hybrid algorithms are approaching a correlation
of 0.0, minor variations appear amplified on the log 10
scale.

The bottom row of Figure 14, on the other hand,
shows how many simulation steps it takes for an ir-
regular lattice Ising system with P = 10−2 to decor-
relate. We have tested ratios from 1:0 to 1:8 and vice
versa. Every data point is the mean value of 5,000
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Figure 13: The figures illustrate how the critical temperature shifts with the rewiring probability P using the heat
capacity (left) and the susceptibility (right). The system size is N = 10242 and N = 1283 for the 2D and 3D
simulations respectively. The results show the mean and standard deviation for 10 simulation runs.

measurements from 50 independent simulation runs.
Each simulation run is initialised with a different seed
value for the random number generator and therefore
uses a different rewired lattice structure. The stan-
dard deviations are not displayed for the reasons al-
ready given in Section 7.3, but behave like those of
Figure 9.

Ratios 1:2, 1:4 and 1:8 are not shown in the results
for the irregular 2D system, because they are almost
identical to the 1:1 ratio. The remaining data clearly
shows that a combination of both algorithms performs
better than either one by itself in this scenario. Ra-
tios 2:1, 4:1 and 8:1 show an interesting step func-
tion whenever a Wolff update is performed, which
decorrelates the system more drastically than a sin-
gle Metropolis step. The results for the irregular 3D
system look quite different from those of the 2D sys-
tem. The data sets for ratios 1:1, 1:2, 2:1, 4:1 and
8:1 are very close to the values for 1:0 and therefore
are not shown. While they all perform the task of
decorrelating the system in approximately the same
number of simulation steps, ratios that significantly
favour Wolff do not perform so well.

The overall conclusions for both regular and irregular
lattice systems are that the 1:1 ratio of Metropolis to
Wolff updates quickly decorrelates the system in terms
of simulation steps for both 2D and 3D simulations.
Other ratios perform good in one situation but not in
the other. Wolff by itself is not a good choice in either
case.

9 Conclusions

We have reported on the computational performance
of various Monte Carlo update algorithms for simula-
tions of the regular and re-wired lattice Ising model
using GPUs. We have experimented with various data
structures and different GPU device memory layouts
(bit-packing, graph structure, cluster component la-
belling) to optimise both Metropolis and Wolff update
algorithms. Over and above the raw performance op-
timisation and our GPU/CPU speed-ups of over 100,
and giving a discussion of implementation approaches,
we have also reported on some subtleties of the na-
ture of the Ising phase transition on simulation per-
formance.

We have employed some pragmatic metrics based on
the wall-clock time we can obtain from our implemen-
tations. We have also considered correlation times,
both in terms of wall clock time and number of sim-
ulation steps. There are also interesting algorithmic
classification issues based on the dynamical critical
exponent z [53]. This is notoriously difficult to cal-
culate [54] but is based on an analysis of the corre-
lation length ξ which diverges at the critical point.
This is usually expressed in terms of the system relax-
ation time τ ∼ ξz and near the critical temperature
τ ∼ |T−Tc|−zν where ν is the correlation length expo-
nent. We hope to be able to investigate the behaviour
of z, τ, ξ in the case of p > 0.

We obtain the interesting result concerning the ef-
fect of non-zero p on the behaviour of the Metropo-
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Figure 14: Correlation over number of simulation steps for 2D (left) and 3D (right) systems with different ratios
of Metropolis and Wolff updates (M:W) for regular lattice Ising simulations (top row) and irregular lattice Ising
simulations with P = 10−2 (bottom row). The system sizes are N = 10242 and N = 1283 respectively. The
regular lattice simulations use T = Tc, while the irregular lattice simulations use T = 2.4 for the 2D simulations
and T = 4.55 for the 3D simulations (i.e. ≈ Tc(P )).

lis algorithm. The rewired links change the nature
of the Ising system subtly but considerably. In the
case of p ≡ 0 Metropolis is of necessity a wholly lo-
calised update and as we have shown and discussed it
fares poorly against the Wolff-hybrid algorithms near
criticality. However in the case of finite and signifi-
cant non-zero p, Metropolis acts as a relatively non-
local algorithm through the effect of the non-localised
rewirings. This manifests itself in a rather more sub-
tle comparison between Metropolis and Wolff. For
very small p then the computational effort of Wolff
is still well worth it compared to pure Metropolis or
even hybrids. However for p >∼ 0.01 our implementa-
tions mean that simple Metropolis is comparable in
efficiency.

One can interpret this in a number of ways. The
small-world rewiring is shifting the critical tempera-
ture, but even if we still work at temperatures close to
the shifted values we still find a change. It is an itera-
tive procedure to refine Tc(p) and this is certainly not
known to the precision we know it for the case p ≡ 0.
Even taking this into account however, it suggests that
the nature of the different length scales present in a
rewired system might be doing more than just shift-
ing the critical temperature but might be changing the
nature of the phase transitions as well.

Using the pragmatical and operational insights we
have described in this paper, we therefore plan to
investigate the nature of the rewiring-shifted transi-
tion as expressed by its critical and dynamical expo-
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nents. We believe the data-parallelism offered by in-
dividual GPUs and the throughput-parallelism from
using GPU-clusters will make investigating this com-
putationally feasible.
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